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Operations Director 

Job description 

 

Job Title:   Operations Director 

Responsible to:  CEO 

Place of Work:  London 

Hours of Work:  40 hours a week, including some evening and weekends 

Salary:   £60- £65K  

Contract:  Full time 

Pension:  Company Pension Scheme available 

Probation:  6 months 

Start Date:  As soon as possible 

 

About Gamepath Experience: 

Gamepath Experience is a new production entity, based in London, dedicated to live, experiential 

gameplay entertainment. Gamepath has partnered with some of the largest brands in the world, to 

bring to life household intellectual property and produce first class immersive productions in the major 

markets across the world. 

Gamepath is owned by Selladoor Worldwide, a renowned UK theatre producer and theatre operator, 

founded in 2009. Selladoor Worldwide have produced iconic shows such as 9 to 5 The Musical, Jersey 

Boys, The Producers, Avenue Q, and Of Mice And Men, touring regionally across mid- and large-scale 

theatres, in addition to West End runs and international touring covering 4 continents. The Selladoor 

group is made up of Productions, Venues, Development, Desk Tidy Design, I AM Marketing and 

Gamepath is the newest addition, focused purely on experiential and immersive entertainment.  

Gamepath’s work encapsulates the best of escape rooms, combined with immersive theatrical magic, 

and innovative translations of much-loved titles in Covid-secure venues in London and beyond. 

Gamepath’s first production to launch in London this year is ‘Monopoly: Lifesized’ in collaboration 

with HASBRO, along with numerous productions in development for 2022, including other major iconic 

titles across the gaming and cinematic genres. This is an exceptionally exciting time to delve into this 

booming sector, as the gaming industry in the UK is projected to be worth an estimated £23bn by 

2023, and the global tabletop board games market projected to be worth more than $12bn by the 

same year. Responding to the increased demand by consumers looking for alternative forms of 

entertainment, specifically different ways of experiencing classic board & digital games, and iconic 

film and TV brands, Gamepath will bring new audiences for live entertainment from the growing 

gaming sector, with a unique fusion of theatrical storytelling, thrilling gameplay and global brands. 

The Operations Director is a pivotal role in launching Gamepath’s first production and developing and 

supporting the business as it inevitably grows with the exponentially expanding portfolio of IP and 

international opportunities. The Gamepath team will consist of; CEO, Head of Development, Finance 

Manager and Development Producer, therefore the Operations Director will need to be highly self-

sufficient, organised and driven, to be able to step into the role with confidence, focus and initiative. 
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Whilst also being adaptable to managing a growing team and working with various suppliers, partners 

and stakeholders. This is an extremely exciting role for an experienced Operations Director to join the 

company as it launches and to be a major contributor to its future growth and success. 

 

Purpose & Responsibilities of the Role: 

The following section is intended to list the key competencies and responsibilities of the role, but is 

not intended to be exhaustive.  It is anticipated that additional responsibilities will develop over time, 

and that the scope of the role may be expanded by agreement with the CEO. 

Operations 

 Direct and coordinate the running of departments and key operations at Gamepath and 

ensuring the ‘buses run on time’ and projects/outcomes are progressing per business plan. 

 

 Work hand in hand with the Finance Manager on feasibility, project set up and monitoring the 

successful launch and running of key business productions. 

 

 Run weekly meetings, regular department check ins and be the central port of call for 

operational Senior Management and escalation. 

 

 Identify improvement areas and implement systems to boost efficiency, and reduce costs. 

 Developing and managing relationships with external strategic suppliers and partners. 

 Drafting/reviewing contracts which are of material importance (either in terms of financial 
value or significance) to the business.   
    

 Liaising with production or company counsel on any legal items and liaising with Heads of 

Department on legal items. 

 

 Line manage the Gamepath Senior Management Team and oversee appraisals, setting KPI and 

targets (quarterly), managing progression and disciplinary processes. 

 

 Participating in planning stages of new projects, and advising Senior Management on 

appropriate timescales and approach to be used for such projects.  Assisting finance teams in 

creating appropriate budgets for new projects.  

 

 Risk assess key operational threats and advising management team and senior colleagues on 

how to mitigate if they arise. 

 

 Responding to day-to-day operational queries raised by other Gamepath team members and 

continue to develop process, communication and effective leadership within the business. 

 

 Help manage team capacity and workload so targets, deadlines and goals are met. 
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 Providing training to the Gamepath team to develop talent and skills and continue to ensure 

the business operates efficiently and smoothly. 

 

Company secretarial 

 Overall management of company secretarial requirements for the Gamepath, including 

ensuring that all required company filings and returns are made on time. 

 

 Maintaining a structure chart for the Gamepath group of companies. 

 

 Maintaining physical corporate registers for each Gamepath portfolio company.   

 

 Overseeing creation of new companies and dissolution of old companies. 

 

 Support CEO and Finance Manager in preparing any board notes. 

 

 Co-ordinating company secretarial requirements for oversees Gamepath entities, in 

conjunction with local partners.   

 

 Attending formal Gamepath board meetings and maintaining minutes of these meetings. 

 

Risk and compliance 

 In conjunction with the Finance Manager, ensuring that Gamepath is in material compliance 

with all legislation and regulations to which it is subject to.  

 

 Addressing any compliance gaps by developing new processes or policies. 

 

 Liaising with external lawyers to be aware of upcoming changes in relevant law, and preparing 

processes to address any changes in legislation which will impact on the Gamepath business. 

 

 Working with the Producers/GM partners to ensure that all employment policies and 

processes are legally compliant.  

 

 Working with the Finance Manager to ensure that Gamepath is in compliance with any 

bank/finance requirements imposed under its banking documents.   

 

 Regular business audits to ensure that the Gamepath team are adhering to the terms of the 

policies and processes adopted by the company. 
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 Working with Heads of Department to develop processes for receiving and responding to 

serious complaints (external and internal – for example in relation to employment disputes, 

allegations of discrimination/harassment, data protection breaches). 

 

 Ensuring that the contracts entered into by Gamepath are properly recorded and 

electronically stored. 

 

 Oversee IT, data protection policy and the implementation of best technology to serve the 

needs of the business and its people. 

 

Strategy, business development and investment 

In each case working directly in conjunction with the CEO: 

 Lead role in strategic development of group-wide growth and expansion strategies and 

consideration of new business opportunities.   

 

 Creation and implementation of a long-range plan for business development and growth. 

 

 Supporting CEO in development, and monitoring, of annual and quarterly business plans and 

targets. 

 

 Working with Finance Manager and CEO to analyse and develop narrative around business 

growth, trajectory and market share as part of regular reporting to Directors. 

 

 Attend key events, seminars, conferences and industry networking events to promote the 

company and establish new relationships with potential partners, suppliers and brands. 

 

Person Specification: 

Essential 

 Minimum of 5 years’ experience as an Operations Director or equivalent. 

 Educated to a minimum of degree level or equivalent. 

 Extensive track record of setting and achieving targets, developing new income streams and 

business growth opportunities. 

 Proven ability to analyse problems, interpret operational needs, and develop integrated, 

creative solutions. 

 Knowledge of governmental regulations and legislative considerations relative to the 

workplace, and a good understanding of safe guarding and wellbeing.  

 Prior experience of drafting contracts, business audits, and reporting. 

 Excellent administrative, multitasking, project planning and management skills, with the 

ability to prioritise workload and apply strong attention to detail throughout. 
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 Strong working knowledge of Microsoft Office, and the ability and enthusiasm to learn or 

implement new software and systems. 

 Financial and budgetary experience, with proven responsibility for setting and managing 

complex budgets. 

 An established leader, with the ability to lead, train, coach and manage employees across 

multifunctional teams. 

 Strong interpersonal skills and the ability to effectively communicate with a wide range of 

individuals at all levels, internally and externally, both verbally and in writing. 

 Resilient and able to work calmly under pressure and respond to moving business demands. 

 Proven attributes of diplomacy and confidentiality, including serious disputes and resolution 

skills. 

 Passionate about theatrical, live and immersive experiences 


